A news article summary usually consists of 2-3 key sentences that reflect the gist of that news article. In this paper we explore using public posts following a new article to improve automatic summary generation for the news article. We propose different approaches to incorporate information from public posts, including using frequency information from the posts to re-estimate bigram weights in the ILP-based summarization model and to re-weight a dependency tree edge's importance for sentence compression, directly selecting sentences from posts as the final summary, and finally a strategy to combine the summarization results generated from news articles and posts. Our experiments on data collected from Facebook show that relevant public posts provide useful information and can be effectively leveraged to improve news article summarization results.
Introduction
Nowadays people are often overwhelmed by their daily exposure to large amount of online information. To make information easier to digest, news press like CNN, USAToday or news disseminator like Yahoo often provide 'summaries' for their news articles, so that readers can get the gist of a story quickly. Typically this kind of short summaries is manually generated. Obviously, it is very time consuming to manually produce high quality summaries for many popular topics. Therefore, automatic summarization for related news articles is essential to alleviate the manual work. With the popularity of social media, online news providers or disseminators are moving towards offering more interactions with news readers, for example, via comments on the news provide sites or post service like Twitter or Facebook public posts. When a news is published, we have access to not only the related news articles, but also the related public comments and posts. Our task in this paper is thus to explore how to use relevant public posts to improve summarization of a single news article. In particular, we use Facebook public posts related to a news article to help summarize a popular topic. This work is also motivated by the following observations of the data (see Sec 3 for the data we use). First, the posts under a news article are closely related to and very indicative for the topic of that news story. Second, the sentences from some posts whose accounts are maintained by news agencies are well written, so they may be directly used as the units of extractive summarization. In addition, the sentences in posts are often shorter than those from the news, thus again they may be more suitable to be used as summary sentences in sentence-based extractive summarization.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: (1) We propose an integer linear programming (ILP) based news summarization approach using relevant Facebook public posts. It involves generating extractive and abstractive summaries. (2) We explore various ways of using post information to boost summarization performance. There are three general strategies: one is to leverage the lexical frequency information in the post to help estimate a word's importance in the news article and thus choose better summary sentences; another one is to extract sentences from the posts to form the summary; and the last one is to combine summarization results generated from the news articles and the posts. (3) To evaluate our method, we collect 190 popular news topics from Facebook. Each one has a news article, a human generated summary and hundreds to thousands of related public posts. To our knowledge, this is the first data set of this kind.
Related Work
Our work is closely related to the following aspects: ILP based summarization method, dependency tree based sentence compression by considering extra information, and mining social media for document summarization.
Recently optimization methods have been widely used in extractive summarization. McDonald (2007) first introduced sentence level ILP for summarization. Later Gillick et al. (2009) revised it to conceptbased ILP, which is similar to the Budgeted Maximal Coverage problem in (Khuller et al., 1999) . Then other optimization methods have been used in summarization (Lin and Bilmes, 2010; Davis et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015b; Li et al., 2015a) . In the concept-based ILP summarization methods, how to determine the concepts and measure their weights are the two key factors impacting the system performance. Woodsend and Lapata (2012) utilized ILP to jointly optimize different aspects including content selection, surface realization, and rewrite rules in summarization. Galanis et al. (2012) used ILP to jointly maximize the importance of the sentences and their diversity in the summary. In this work, we leverage the unsupervised ILP framework from Gillick et al. (2009) as our summarization system and incorporate post information to help boost summarization performance.
Sentence compression techniques are widely used in summarization in order to generate abstractive summaries. Previous research has shown the effectiveness of sentence compression for automatic document summarization (Knight and Marcu, 2000; Zajic et al., 2007; Chali and Hasan, 2012; Wang et al., 2013) . The compressed summaries can be generated through a pipeline approach that combines a generic sentence compression model with a summary sentence pre-selection or post-selection step. In addition, joint summarization and sentence compression method attracts lots of attention these years. (Martins and Smith, 2009; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014) are typical work in this area. Their focus is to leverage the ILP technique to jointly select and compress sentences for multi-document summarization. In our work, we consider posts as summary related information and then use them for joint sentence compression and summarization.
Although there is little work about generating summaries by considering extra information on Facebook data, there is some similar work done on Twitter or other resources. Unsupervised method was tried for summarization by (Wong et al., 2008) . (Phelan et al., 2011) used tweets to recommend news articles based on user preferences. (Gao et al., 2012) produced cross-media news summaries by capturing the complementary information from both sides. Kothari et al. (2013 Kothari et al. ( ) andŠtajner et al. (2013 investigated detecting news comments from Twitter for extending news information provided. Wei and Gao (2014) derived external features based on a collection of relevant tweets to assist the ranking of the original sentences for highlight generation. In addition to tweets, Svore et al. (2007) leveraged Wikipedia and query log of search engines to help document summarization. Tsukamoto et al. (2015) proposed a method for efficiently collecting posts that are only implicitly related to an announcement post, taking into account retweets on Twitter in particular. Our work involves the two aspects when using post information: one is that we utilize post information to help choose sentences from new articles and compress them to form a summary, and the other is that we directly use sentences from the posts as the summary.
Corpus Construction
For our work, we manually collected popular news stories and related data from a personal Facebook account during the period of Oct 20, 2015 to Nov 10, 2015 . During that time, we collected the top 10 popular news stories every day (each story includes a human generated summary, a related news article and all the following public posts). The topics of these stories may come from politics, science and sport categories. An example of such a news summary and corresponding posts is shown in Fig1.
Due to the space limit, we only show one public post following the new story on the right side of the picture. In order to better evaluate the impact of the relevant posts, we ignore the popular news stories Figure 1 : An example of a news story in our data set. The short manual summary is marked in red rectangle. The blue rectangle shows a post from a user. In the green rectangle, it is a link of a related news story. Some posts may only include comments, reactions, etc. without the link to the related news stories.
with less than 50 public posts. In total, we collected 190 popular news topics and their public posts 1 .
The statistics of this corpus are given in Table 1 . As shown in the table, the number of relevant posts for a popular topic varies a lot, with a mean of about 217 and standard deviation of 188. The high variance is because some of the topics are much more popular than others. We expect that the large number of relevant posts to a news story can provide useful information to guide the summary generation model. We can see from the table that the average sentence length from posts (12.85 tokens) is much shorten than that from the news (21.67 tokens). The average summary length for each topic is 43 words. This means that a summary can only contain on average two sentences from the news, or sometime just one long sentence. But usually such one or two sentences can not represent all the important information in the summary, therefore we may need to compress the long sentences in the news, or extract shorter sentences from the posts that contain similar information as the long sentences in the news. 4 Extractive Summarization Methods and Results
Background: ILP-based Document Summarization
The core idea of using ILP for summarization is to select the summary sentences by maximizing the sum of the weights of the language concepts that appear in the summary. Gillick et al. (2009) showed that using bigrams as concepts gave consistently better performance than unigrams or trigrams for a variety of ROUGE measures. The association between the language concepts and sentences serves as the constraints. This ILP method is formally represented as below:
b i and s j are binary variables that indicate the presence of a bigram and a sentence respectively. l j is the sentence length and L is maximum length of the generated summary. w i is a bigram's weight and Occ ij means the occurrence of concept i in sentence j. Inequalities (2) and (3) associate the sentences and concepts. They ensure that selecting a sentence leads to the selection of all the concepts it contains, and selecting a concept only happens when it is present in at least one of the selected sentences.
Our Extractive Summarization Methods
The following describes all the extractive methods we use.
Generating summaries from news article
In this setup we extract sentences from news articles using the ILP based summarization framework. Our main goal is to investigate if we can use the relevant posts to better determine the bigrams and their weights in the ILP model described above. We compare the following three ways for the selection and weight of bigrams.
• Bigram and Weight from News Article: we use the bigram in the news article and its augmented term frequency as its weight:
is the raw frequency of bigram i in document d).
• Bigram from News and Posts: among the bigram candidates extracted from the news article, we use the subset that also appear in the posts, and the same weight as above (that is, the weight information is just based on the news article).
• Bigram and Weight both from News and Post: using the common bigrams from both the news article and posts (same as the previous setup), we further update the bigram weight by adding a bigram's post frequency in the relevant posts. In the following equation , pf i is the number of posts that contain bigram i:
Generating summary from posts only
In this setup, we evaluate whether sentences from posts are good candidates for a summary. Here each post can be seen as an individual document and we can treat this as a 'multi-document' summarization task and easily apply the ILP module on all the posts to choose a set of sentences as the final summary. In this process, the input sentences and bigrams are only from the posts, and the bigram weight is post frequency: w i = pf i (Number of posts in which the bigram has appeared.).
Generating summary from news and posts
Here we use all the sentences from the news and posts as the input for summarization. This is again a multi-document summarization task, where we consider each post and the new article as a document. The bigram weight is document frequency. This method combines the news article and posts together to form a document collection for summarization. In the following we call it document level combination.
Combination of summarization results from news article and posts
In contrast to the above combination method, we can also build summarization systems using the news article and the relevant posts separately, and then combine the generated summaries. This kind of summary result level combination allows us to develop individual models tailored for different input sources, and may produce better combined final results. In this combination method, we have two summarization results, generated from the sentences in the news article and the posts respectively. Our aim is to decide which of the two summaries is better and use that as the final result. Since we do not have enough data to train supervised models, we propose to use heuristic rules to select which summary to use. The combination rules are based on the following parameters.
• Sentence number: n sentN um . This represents how many sentences a summary result consists of. We observe that often when a summary contains just one sentence, that sentence is the news highlight and contains the most important information.
• Bigram weight: w i in Section 4.1. Sentences containing bigrams with high weights are often good summary sentence candidates. We further define w maxInT opic as the maximum weight of the bigram in a topic, and w maxInRes as the maximum weight of the bigram in the summary result.
• Bigram exist ratio: R Bigram , which represents the percentage of bigrams in a sentence that are used as variables in the ILP formula.We define this ratio since we prefer sentences that contain more bigrams that are used in the ILP model.
Then our rule-based classifier works by going through the following rules one by one. If a decision can be made at any point, the procedure will stop.
• Rule 1: If n sentN um from a summary result equals to one and the length of that sentence is longer than 40 words, choose that result. If both or neither equals to one, go to Rule 2.
• Rule 2: If w maxInRes from the post summary equals to w maxInT opic , but if it is not true for the summary from news, choose the result from posts as the final summary. Otherwise, go to Rule3.
• Rule 3: If the maximum R Bigram from a sentence in post result is larger than a threshold value 2 , use the post result as the final summary; otherwise use the news result as the final summary. If the maximum R Bigram from post and news results are the same, go to Rule 4.
• Rule 4: Choose the result with higher average R Bigram . If the average R Bigram is the same, go to Rule 5.
• Rule 5: Choose news result as the final result.
Experimental Setup and Results
The summary length is set as 45 words maximum (because the average length of human summary is 43 words in each topic). Note that a sentence in the post may be exactly the same as a sentence in the reference summary. One possible reason for this is that a user may simply copy the summary and then post it. In order to minimize this effect, in our data set we only consider the posts whose cosine similarity with the corresponding reference summary is less than 65%. We use the ROUGE evaluation metrics (Lin, 2004) , with R-1 and R-2 measuring the unigram and bigram overlap between the system and reference summaries, and R-SU4 measuring the skip-bigram with the maximum gap length of 4. We compare the following summarization methods:
(a) Summary sentences from news article I: bigrams are from news, and weight is their augmented term frequency from news.
(b) Summary sentences from news article II: bigrams are from both news and posts, and weight is their augmented term frequency from news.
(c) Summary sentences from news article III: bigrams are from news, and weight is the combination of their augmented term frequency from news and their raw post frequency.
(d) Summary sentences from news article IV: bigrams are from news and posts, and weight is the combination of their augmented term frequency from news and their raw post frequency.
(e) Summary sentences from posts: bigrams are from posts, and weight is their post frequency.
(f) Document level combination: sentences are from news or posts, and bigram weight is 'document' frequency.
(g) Summary result level combination: given two summaries with sentences extracted from either news or posts, decide which one to use as the final result. Table 2 presents the recall performance of these systems in ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 along with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. We determine the statistical significance by comparing the 95% confidence intervals, that is, significant differences are those where the confidence intervals for the estimates of the means for the two systems either do not overlap, or where the two intervals overlap but neither contains the best estimate for the mean of the other.
From the results we find that systems using only information from the news (e.g., 'a') performs the worst. This also shows that this kind of single document summarization is not a trivial task. After adding information from posts, such as requiring the bigrams to also appear in posts (system 'b') or computing bigram weights using post related frequency (system 'd'), the results (system 'd' compared with 'a' and 'b') improved significantly. It is consistent with our expectation that post information can help enhance summarization of news topics. One important finding from Table 2 is that system 'e' (using post sentences in extraction) performs even better than that from news article sentences. To better understand this, we conducted an oracle experiment when extracting sentences from the news article and posts respectively: we use the bigrams from the reference summary as the bigram concepts in the ILP method, and the weight is the bigram's term frequency in the reference summary. This oracle experiment can reflect the possible best result of the ILP extractive summarization system when extracting sentences from news or posts. The results are also included in Table 2 . We can see that the possible best summaries from posts are also significantly better than that from news. By analyzing the results of this oracle experiment, we find that the average length of the generated summary is 38.15 tokens when using news, and is 41.25 when using posts. This means that the summary generated from posts may contain more information. Looking at this from another aspect, the news-based summary contains 2.1 sentences on average, in contrast to 2.5 sentences for the post-based summary. As mentioned earlier, the sentences from posts are often shorter than those from news. Therefore when the target summary has a short length limit (for example 45 tokens, usually fewer than 3 sentences), one informative long sentence could use up all the length budget, while shorter sentences have more flexibility, allowing different information to be incorporated (sentence compression will be discussed in Section 5). Similar patterns are also found in the results of system d and e. The average length of the summary from system d is 41.8, and there are 2.3 sentences on average, comparing to the length of 43.4 words and 2.7 sentences for the summary from system e.
Even though overall system 'e' has the best performance, our analysis of results shows that only for 110 topics, the summary results from the posts are better than that from the news article, and for the remaining 80 topics, the results based on the news sentences are better. This also justifies why we expect combining results from the news and the posts based summaries may improve system performance. From the results in Table 2 , we find that document level combination (system 'f') is not very effective. It is similar to the results using just the posts. A better bigram selection and weighting strategy may be needed when combining the posts and news at the input level. However, summary result level combination (system 'g') significantly outperforms each individual system, suggesting we can build each individual system, and then effectively choose one as the final output. The oracle result combination (i.e., comparing to the reference summary and picking the one with better scores as the system prediction) has a ROUGE-2 Recall score of 0.1922 (0.18085 -0.20394). Our rule based combination method is quite close to the oracle combination result, indicating our rules can measure the goodness of a system generated summary.
Abstractive Summarization Method and Results

Dependency Tree Based Compression
We have mentioned that sentences from the news are generally long. Intuitively compressing the sentences in the news will give us room to incorporate more information. In fact, as discussed above, the summaries generated from the news sentences are on average shorter than that from the posts. This is due to the long sentences and the summary length constraint. Therefore next we investigate abstractive summarization by applying sentence compression when extracting sentences from news to improve summarization performance. Again the core idea of our proposed compression method is using the information from relevant posts to guide compression. Our compression framework is inspired by the work in (Filippova and Strube, 2008) , where they use extra resources to guide the unsupervised dependency tree based sentence compression module.
The sentence compression task can be defined as follows: given a sentence s, consisting of words w 1 , w 2 , ..., w m , identify a subset of the words of s, such that it is grammatical and preserves essential information of s. In the framework of (Filippova and Strube, 2008) , a dependency graph for the original sentence is first generated and then compression is done by deleting edges of the dependency graph. The goal is to find a subtree with the highest score:
where a e i is a binary variable, indicating whether a directed dependency edge e i is kept (a e i is 1) or removed (a e i is 0), and E is the set of edges in the dependency graph. The weighting of edge e considers both its syntactic importance (w syn (e i )) and the informativeness (w inf o (e i )). Suppose edge e i is pointed from head h to node n with dependency label l, we use two methods to calculate the two weights in Formula 6.
The first one uses a bigram news corpus with the corresponding summaries: w inf o (e i ) = Psummary(n) Pnews(n) and w syn (e i ) = P (l|h), P summary (n) and P news (n) are the unigram probabilities of word n in the language models trained on human generated summaries and the original news articles respectively. P (l|h) is the conditional probability of label l given head h. We used the New York Times Annotated Corpus (LDC Catalog No: LDC2008T19) as the extra background corpus. It has both the original news articles and human generated summaries.
In the second method, we explore using relevant posts as background information for compression. Here, w inf o (e i ) = pf (n) #P ost and w syn (e i ) = pf (h,n) #P ost , pf (n) is the number of posts including word n and pf (h, n) is the number of posts where n and head h appear together. If h and n appear together in two sentences in one post, it is counted as one. #Post represents the total number of posts in a topic.
Joint model for summarization and sentence compression
We propose a joint model for sentence selection and compression at the same time under the ILP framework, in order to avoid the problem with pre-compression (error propagation due to imperfect compression, important information may be missing) or post-compression (after compression it is hard to add new sentences to use the new available space). In the joint model, we combine the objectives in Section 4.1 and Formula 6, and thus the goal is to find a set of sentences with the highest score:
e jk means the k th edge in the j th sentence in this news article. λ is used to balance the contribution from the edge importance and bigram weights. After we add edges into our ILP-based summarization model, we need to adjust the previous constraints and also design more constraints to represent relationships between sentences and edges, and bigrams and edges in order to produce valid results. First, the length constraint in Section 4.1 should be expressed in the form of edges rather than sentences.
Second, we want to avoid picking just a few words from many sentences as the summary, which typically leads to ungrammatical summaries. Hence it is more desirable to obtain a solution with only a few sentences extracted and compressed. To do so, we create the relationship between edges and sentences like following: if sentence j is selected, there are at least ρ * L j words extracted. L j is the length of sentence j. This constraint is shown in the first inequality in Formula 9. Together with the second inequality there, they make sure that if sentence j is selected, at least ρ * L j words will be chosen; if sentence j is not selected, none of the edges from this sentence will be selected.
Third, one bigram has two tokens, meaning it involves at least one edge and at most two edges. Therefore we build the relationship between bigrams and edges as follows:
where e jk represents all the edges whose head h or node n is one element of bigram i. Forth, in the dependency tree, if an edge e j,k is removed, all the edges whose head node is e j,k 's node n need to be removed as well. is at level l + 1 and its head node is the node n of e l jk at level l. Please note we do not include the vice verse constraints. This means even if all the edge e l+1 jk are removed, we can still keep edge e l jk . In addition to all the constraints from Formula 7 to 11, we require that b i , s j and a e jk are all binary variables. This gives the ILP setup for the joint summarization and sentence compression model.
Results
The abstractive summarization experiments are based on the setup of System 'd', that is, we extract sentences from the news articles, but the bigrams and their weight information come from both the news and the posts. We use the joint summarization and compression method described above, with extra background information to help guide compression. λ in Formula 7 and ρ in Formula 9 are empirically set as 20 and 0.85 respectively in our experiment.
Results are shown in Table 3 . For System 'd', we present results using two different resources for compression: the generic NY Times Corpus and the relevant posts for each topic. We find adding compression improves summarization performance over the extractive summarization baseline. Using posts as extra information outperforms that using the general news. This improvement is also statistically significant. In the table we also include the result using the System 'g' configuration. For this method, once the combination rules determine to use the extractive summary from the news as the final system output, we apply abstractive summarization (i.e., joint compression and summarization) to this topic to regenerate the summary. We can see applying compression on these topics gave additional improvement over the original combination result. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we explore utilizing relevant Facebook public posts in addition to news articles to generate a summary of popular news. We adopt the ILP based summarization method and propose different ways using information from posts, including weighting the bigrams using frequency information from the posts, compressing news sentences by estimating importance of dependence tree edges based on occurrence information in the posts, selecting sentences from posts as final summary, and finally combining the results generated from news articles and posts. Our experiments show that post information is useful for improving the performance. We plan to pursue a number of directions in our future work. First, we plan to use a statistical classifier to choose a better summary for system combination. Second, we will perform more fine grained combination by choosing individual sentences from different results. Third, we will conduct human evaluation for our system results. Finally, it is worthwhile to investigate multi-document summarization once we can collect multiple news articles for a popular topic.
